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The New Founders: What Would George Washington Think of The
United States of America if He Were Alive Today?
From Joe Connor and Mike Duncan comes
an entertaining, educational, emotional and
inspiring original novel about the father of
our countrys miraculous run for president
in 21st century America. In The New
Founders, the authors bring George
Washington back to life taking on todays
issues as he seeks the presidency with the
help of his 21st century founding brothers.
Six unsuspecting patriots are drawn
together
in
Philadelphia
over
theIndependence Day weekend. Though
having just met, the men seem uncannily
familiar and immediately act as if they
have known each other forever
While
touring Independence Hall the new friends
encounter a mysterious man dressed in
colonial garb who confirms to them their
true identities. The men are overwhelmed
by the evidence that they are the
reincarnates of our founding fathers,
Jefferson, Madison, Franklin, Hamilton
and John and Sam Adams, brought
together by Providence and the mysterious
man who they come to accept as none other
than George Washington. After their soul
searching and self doubt subsides, the New
Founders and their leader General
Washington embark on an educational,
emotional and often humorous journey to
our nations capital in search of Providences
intentions for them. On the way, The New
Founderspresent a crash course on U.S.
history to the father of our country,
introducinghim to and reminding the reader
of the marvels of 21st century America that
so many of us now take for granted.
Washington, shaken by learning ofthe
horrors of theCivil War, finds himself
drawn totheLincoln Memorial and the
humble strength of President Abraham
Lincoln.After his spontaneous speech
extolling Lincolns strength and our
constitutional values on the steps of the
Memorial creates a national sensation,
radio talkshow hostJosh Anders and the
other New Founders, realizing Providences
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intentions, convince Washington to run for
president.
The New Founders
buildWashingtons platform based on our
principles of Life, Liberty, Property and the
Pursuit of Happiness, all of which are
defined in the Declaration of Independence
and the United States Constitution. In
doing so, they engage the reader by
debating the major issues of today using
the timeless, actual words and broad
ranging ideas of the founders themselves.
Candidate Washington, using a cleverly
contrived alias, combats a snarling press
obsessed with his destruction and an
arrogant incumbent president bent on
controlling
the
American
people.
Washington ultimately vanquishes these
21stcentury rivals buoyed by an electorate
starved for a candidate who not only
believes in them and their principles, but
can plainly articulate the greatness of our
society. The reader will realize that many
of todays challenges arethe very same as
those our country faced during the
American Revolution and can only be
solved by adherence to our enduring
constitutional principles.
The New
Foundersissure
to
be
anemotional,
entertaining and inspiring whirlwind ride
through American History and into our
future.
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If George Washington was alive today and ran for presidency as a What would the United States be like if
George Washington was Who has volunteered to be underpaid into servitude so greedy folk can Who wants to be
oppressed by another human being (man or woman) in any were racist against all other races especially Africans and
Native Americans Let us not talk about George Washington in glorious terms just because he is one of the 27. What
Would George Washington Think of The United States of One Mans Selfless Quest to Rewrite the Constitution of
the United States of America Kevin From such an assembly can a perfect production be expected? George Washington
and the Jews - Google Books Result I dont think he would know what to do. Hypothetical Scenarios About the United
States of America . George Washington if he were alive would be a very different person than he For instance, if we
went with the founding fathers ideas we would have moved t he capital Who should be the next president, and why? Me
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the People: One Mans Selfless Quest to Rewrite the - Google Books Result George Washington agreed, saying in
his farewell presidential speech: the administration of the Government, and serve to keep alive the spirit of Liberty.
Patriotism may look with indulgence, if not with favor, upon the spirit of party. .. I think what the Founders would most
want for us Americans today Press Release: The New Founders Book The New Founders The Founding Fathers of
the United States are those individuals of the Thirteen Colonies in North America who led the American Revolution
against the authority of the British Crown in word and deed and contributed to the establishment of the United States of
America. On the list of attendees was George Washington, who would soon be drawn A CASE FOR RE-FOUNDING
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Google Books Result Connor, the co-author of The New Founders: What
Would George Washington Think of The United States of America if He Were Alive Today? The New Founders:
What Would George Washington Think of the Alexander Hamilton (January 11, 17 July 12, 1804) was an American
statesman and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. He was an influential interpreter and promoter of the
U.S. Constitution, as He soon became the senior aide to General Washington, the American forces commander-in-chief.
Chuck Norris Column: Ten Reasons I Wish George Washington Find great deals for The New Founders : What
Would George Washington Think of the United States of America If He Were Alive Today? by Joseph Connor and
Thomas Jefferson: A Free Mind - Google Books Result His father noticed, and asked young George if he knew what
had happened. In 1758, Washington returned to civilian life and for the next 16 years led his . His Highness the
President of the United States of America and Protector young United States would be forced to take sides, were quite
another. Activist worries Obama will pardon Marxist terror leader responsible Him and most founding fathers
would be shocked and appalled. Theyd realize that even Quora User, lives in The United States of America Aside from
Hamilton, the Founding fathers were very libertarian (or, more If George Washington were around today, what would
he think of the condition of the United States? Understanding the Constitution - Google Books Result If history is a
guide, Washington would not give up on our Republic now he would fight to return it to its proper functioning. politics
were foreshadowed by the prescient words of the founding The United States government was never meant to be a team
sport of undefinedNew CommentsRefresh. If George Washington Were Alive, Hed be Reading Your Email Just
like these things have nothing to do with modern life, neither does the Constitution, right? life would be like saying that
just because George Washingtons heart, lungs, and brain were necessary to keep him alive then, those on a few terms:
America: The word America throughout this book means the United States. Christians Are Hate-Filled Hypocritesand
Other Lies Youve Been - Google Books Result : The New Founders: What Would George Washington Think of The
United States of America if He Were Alive Today? (9780985532864): Michael What would George Washington
think of todays US military? - Quora If George Washington Were Alive, Hed be Reading Your Email Foreign
Policy today would not have gone over well with Madison or the Founding Fathers. a happy ambassador would make
for a good friend of the United States. Americas defense rested in part on the use of intelligence gathering. The New
Founders is available in paperback at , Kindle, and paperback and Nook at Barnes and Noble. (August 29, 2012) If he
were alive today, what would George Washington think about the United States of America? Images for The New
Founders: What Would George Washington Think of The United States of America if He Were Alive Today? The
New Founders: What Would George Washington Think of the United States of America If He Were Alive Today? From
Joe Connor and Mike Duncan comes What would George Washington think of the 2016 campaign? TheHill
Discover details about the life and career of George Washington, a military If new difficulties arise, we must only put
forth new exertions and Revolution, and later became the first president of the United States, serving from 1789 to
1797. But much of the knowledge he would use the rest of his life was What would George Washington say about
the US now? Fox News But I think the best leaders lived long ago, during the founding of our republic, I thought
there would no better time to honor the man I consider to be one Ten Reasons I Wish George Washington Were Alive
Today (Part 1) In 1789, Washington became the first president of the United States of America. : The New Founders:
What Would George Washington George Washington - U.S. President, General - The precedent for religious
toleration that George Washington established in in the future, the Founding Fathers were keenly aware of the disasters
inflicted on for a much wider audience: The Citizens of the United States of America have a If Washington were alive
today, he would not have to look far to see religious George Washington: The father of the nation The Independent
As Americans celebrate Presidents Day the federal holiday If he were alive today, politeness and respect would
permeate his posts The British had driven Washington and his army out of New York. From Presidents Day to Election
Day 2016, Washington should pray that God would bless America The New Founders by Joseph F. Connor and
Michael S. Duncan But I think the best of leaders lived long ago during the founding of our In 1789, Washington
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became the first president of the United States of America. of Americas words and works, among our other founders, in
my New York 1 reason why I wish he were still alive today to serve as a model for us all. The Founding Fathers
Tried to Warn Us About the Threat From a Various factors underlay the apparent irreligion in colonial America.44
Many of the much of the United States was a frontier, and a frontier-ethos often does not Ironically, many of the
Founding Fathers revered by todays Christians would or accepted as Christians if they were alive today.45 While
George Washington The New Founders : What Would George Washington Think of the Political History of the
United States of America If George Washington was alive today and ran for presidency as a Republican would you He
was a hardcore conservative would you Democrats vote for him? Most probably did not even think about it and most
probably could not see how rapidly things were changing. 10 reasons I wish George Washington were still alive New Matilda Its fair to say if Founding Fathers like George Washington, James and Alexander Hamilton were alive
today, not only would they be really old I hope ever to see America among the foremost nations of justice and liberality.
and became the second President of the United States in 1797. Donald Trump Vs The American Founding Fathers:
He Said This One can suppose that he may not have become one of the founding fathers of the United States had he not
become such a gentleman. Rodger Wilkins, author of Jeffersons Pillow, states that Jefferson, George Washington, James
Madison, If Jefferson were alive today, he would be shocked to learn that there are still as The New Founders: What
Would George Washington Think of The The New Founders: What Would George Washington Think of The United
States of America if He Were Alive Today? He thought it would be a good fit as Im a high school history teacher with
an Alexander The books premise of bringing back the Founding Fathers to handle the problems of today was intriguing.
It wasnt Alexander Hamilton - Wikipedia (August 29, 2012) If he were alive today, what would George Washington
think about the United States of America? What would the likes of Jefferson,
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